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Durban Group for
Climate Justice
• October 2004 initiative
• supported by Dag Hammarskjold
Foundation, Sweden
• Driven by grassroots activists in
India, Brazil, Thailand, SA, etc
• Largest signator: Friends of the
Earth International
• Key sites: The Cornerhouse, FERN,
SEEN, CarbonTrade Watch, CDM
Watch, Dartmouth Univ
Environmental Studies, UKZN
Centre for Civil Society
• more wide-ranging network,
Climate Justice Now!, formed in
December 2007 (in contrast to
reformist Carbon Action Network)

A political-economic perspective

Ugandan Marxist
Dani Nabudere’s
thesis vindicated

The Crash of
International
Finance Capital
and
The Rise and
Fall of Money
Capital

‘Overaccumulation’ process:
source of declining US
profits during globalisation

US corporate profits derived much
less from manufacturing products;
much greater sources of profits came
from abroad;
profits also came more from returns
on financial assets.
Source: Gerard Dumenil and Dominique Levy

Especially low growth since 1980,
and extremely uneven development
• Dramatic
differences in
annual %
change of
per capita GDP
(note: constant
1995$, not PPP
values)
Source: Alan Freeman
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Context: US economy as core site of
overaccumulation and financialisation

Source: John Bellamy Foster and Fred Magdoff, 2009

‘Shifting’, ‘stalling’, ‘stealing’

as displacement strategies:
the spatial fix, temporal fix and
accumulation by dispossession

Production crash in historical terms

Initially as bad as 1929

Source: Eichengreen and O’Rourke

Trade crash in historical terms

AInitially
worse crisis
worsethan
than1929!
1929

Source: Eichengreen and O’Rourke

Stock market crash in historical terms

Initially worse than 1929

Source: Eichengreen and O’Rourke

Stock market volatility: all markets in ‘08
… widespread, dramatic
loss of paper wealth

Source: Unctad

Commodity devaluations:

Change in prices, July – December 2008
…particularly devastating for African countries
addicted to export-led extractive-industry ‘growth’…

Source: Unctad, The Global
Economic Crisis, May 2009

Desperate turn to fiscal Keynesianism:
in turn, ‘sub-prime sovereign debt’ crisis

Shock Doctrine
by Naomi Klein
(and Milton Friedman)
• According to Friedman (advisor to Pinochet after 9/11/73
coup): ‘only a crisis - actual or perceived - produces real
change’
• Klein: ‘It was the most extreme capitalist makeover ever
attempted anywhere, and it became known as a "Chicago
School" revolution, as so many of Pinochet's economists had
studied under Friedman there. Friedman coined a phrase for
this painful tactic: economic "shock treatment". In the decades
since, whenever governments have imposed sweeping freemarket programs, the all-at-once shock treatment, or "shock
therapy", has been the method of choice.’
• Other examples: Malvinas war of 1982 (Argentina, Britain),
China’s Tiananmen Square 1989, Eastern Europe 1990s,
9/11/01, 3/03 war on Iraq, 12/04 tsunami, 8/05 Katrina - also
SA

Key feature of imperialism:
Capitalist/non-capitalist relations

Rosa Luxemburg
Accumulation of capital periodically bursts
out in crises and spurs capital on to a continual
extension of the market. Capital cannot
accumulate without the aid of non-capitalist
organisations, nor … can it tolerate their
continued existence side by side with itself. Only
the continuous and progressive disintegration of
non-capitalist organisations makes accumulation
of capital possible.
-- Rosa Luxemburg,The Accumulation of Capital, 1913.

Accumulation by Dispossession
(‘primitive accumulation’):
David Harvey

A closer look at Marx’s description of primitive accumulation reveals a wide
range of processes. These include
• the commodification and privatisation of land and the forceful expulsion of
peasant populations;
• conversion of various forms of property rights (common, collective, state,
etc.) into exclusive private property rights;
• suppression of rights to the commons;
• commodification of labour power and the suppression of alternative
(indigenous) forms of production and consumption;
• colonial, neocolonial and imperial processes of appropriation of assets
(including natural resources);
• monetisation of exchange and taxation (particularly of land);
• slave trade; and
• usury, the national debt and ultimately the credit system as radical means of
primitive accumulation.
-- David Harvey, The New Imperialism, 2003

No progress with global governance:
Top-down failures in economics, politics, environment
 Montreal Protocol on CFCs, 1996 (ozone hole)


but since then:

- World Bank, IMF Annual Meetings: trivial reforms
- Post-Washington Consensus: rhetoric since 1998
- UN MDGs, 2000: ‘Maximum Distraction Gimmicks’
- WTO Doha Agenda 2001: failure
- Monterrery 2002 Financing for Development and G20 global
financial reregulation 2008-09: failure
- renewed war in S.Asia, Middle East, 2001-?
- UN Security Council Reform 2005: nothing
- G8 promises on aid, NEPAD/APRM, Gleneagles: ?
- nuclear non-proliferation: huge gaps
- Kyoto Protocol, Copenhagen, Cancun: nothing


Pollution markets,
the ‘impeccable’ logic
of toxics trading
DATE: December 12, 1991
TO: Distribution
FR: Lawrence H. Summers

... I think the economic logic behind
dumping a load of toxic waste in the
lowest wage country is impeccable and
we should face up to that… I've always
thought that under-populated countries in
Africa are vastly UNDER-polluted.
(full memo at www.whirledbank.org)

“I think the economic logic behind dumping a load of toxic
waste in the lowest wage country is impeccable”
Summers meant that the US and other ultra-polluters should:

1. Shift problems associated with environmental market
externalities to the South.
2. Stall a genuine solution to the problems by instead opening
up the field of pollution-trading for a future market solution,
using financialization techniques and imaginary ‘offsets’
ostensibly aimed at building tomorrow’s sinks so as to mop
up today’s dangerous forms of Northern pollution.
3. Steal more of the world’s environmental carrying capacity especially for greenhouse gas emissions - and perhaps pay a
bit back through commodification of the air (resorting to
mythical carbon markets and offsets) while denying climate
debt responsibilities (as the US negotiating team did in
Copenhagen.

Pollution markets,
the ‘impeccable’ logic
of toxics trading
DATE: December 12, 1991
TO: Distribution
FR: Lawrence H. Summers

… I've always thought that underpopulated countries in Africa are vastly
UNDER-polluted.
(full memo at www.whirledbank.org)

‘Underpolluted?’ Rise in
Southern African temperatures
over historic norms from 1980

Kiliminjaro
melts,
1970-2000

Source: Mark Jury

Source: Al Gore

Climate and African food

‘In Africa, crop net revenues
could fall by as much as 90%
by 2100, with small-scale
farmers the most affected.’
– Testimony to the US House of Reps. Select Committee on
Energy Independence and Global Warming, by R.K.
Pachauri, Chairman, United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, August 2007

Why are we so ignorant about climate?
‘Is climate change a “serious problem”’? Global Scan polls
citizenries: percentage answering ‘Yes’ (2003, 2006)

Not in leaders’ interests to address climate

Climate Justice Movement’s
demands (Copenhagen):
• 1) cut greenhouse gas emissions
(45% by 2020) consistent with
what science demands
• 2) pay climate debt ($400 bn/year
by 2020) to eco-social victims
• 3) decommission carbon markets

1) Why Copenhagen Summit failed
On last day, backroom deal by Barack Obama (1/2 Luo),
Jacob Zuma (Zulu), Lula da Silva, Manmohan Singh,
Wen Jiabao – designed to avoid needed emissions cuts;
instead, business-as-usual for white-owned fossil-fuel
industry and mainly-white overconsumers

2) US climate rep Todd Stern, on the
demand for recognising climate debt:
“The sense of guilt or
culpability or reparations –
I just categorically reject that”
(statement at Copenhagen, 12/09)

in the spirit of Summers, Todd rejects
foundational principle “polluter pays”

Research
now
suggesting
vast
Northern
wealth
transfers

3) Promotion of carbon trading
But isn’t carbon trading a gimmick for the North to avoid cuts; and now dead?

• ‘The concept is in wide disrepute… Obama dropped
all mention of cap and trade from his current
budget… Why did cap and trade die? The short
answer is that it was done in by the weak economy,
the Wall Street meltdown, determined industry
opposition and its own complexity’
– New York Times, 26 March 2010

• plus, Senator Maria Cantwell (D-Washington) adds:
‘Enron scandal and rocky start to a carbon credits
trading system in Europe that has been subject to
dizzying price fluctuations and widespread fraud.’

Carbon market’s 5 crashes, 2006-09

Impossible to finance
renewable energy with
such low carbon prices

But no serious Capitol Hill alternative
• John Kerry (D-Mass) and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn) promote
industry-friendly climate legislation, not likely to pass
• Cantwell and Sue Collins (R-Maine): ‘Carbon Limits and
Energy for America’s Renewal Act’
• CLEAR’s low cuts are an unacceptable insult to the rest of
the world: 8% down from 1990-2020
• CLEAR fails to mention repaying victims of climate change
the ‘climate debt’ owed them by the US.
• Maggie Zhou criticizes ‘offset-like projects’ in CLEAR,
promotion of unproven or dangerous techie fixes (carbon
capture and storage, and oil or gas reinjection), and a toonarrow carbon pricing band range.

But no serious Capitol Hill alternative
• A genuine climate bill would strengthen commandand-control regulatory mandates for the
Environmental Protection Agency, utility boards and
planning commissions.
• Proper mandate for profound economic
transformation so as to generate (and fund) new
production, consumption, transport, energy and
disposal systems.
• If CLEAR passes Senate, House conference negotiators
will destroy it with Waxman-Markey pork (private
offsets, carbon trading, oil/nuke/agro subsidies, EPA
neutering, etc).

“I can’t understand why there aren’t rings of
young people blocking bulldozers and preventing
them from constructing coal-fired power plants.” Al Gore speaking privately, August 2007

Genuine climate change strategy:
plug fossil fuel consumption
Niger Delta women, Environmental Rights Action, MEND
Australian Rising Tide v Newcastle coal exports
British Climate Camp
West Virginia Mountaintop Removal blockades
Alberta, Canada tar sands green & indigenous activists
Alaska wilderness and California offshore drilling
Oil Watch
Ecuadoran indigenous activists in Connai, Accion
Ecologica: Yasuni National Park oil
• South Africa: attempt to stop W.Bank $3.75 bn coal loan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most recent
SA attack on
climate:
$3.75 bn loan
from the
World Bank to
mainly finance
Eskom’s coalfired Medupi
power plant…
why is it so
wrong?

Source: groundWork & Earthlife Africa

Ten reasons to reject Medupi
• climate destruction
• local ecologies, health
• procedural problems in World Bank process
• poor people pay excessive prices
• multinational corps. get ultra-cheap power
• profit outflow to multinationals
• increased foreign debt
• privatisation
• ANC corruption
• World Bank's apartheid history

Eskom’s Medupi: world’s
fourth-largest coal-fired plant,
to emit 25-35 mn CO2-equiv.
tonnes/year (more than 115 countries)
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Medupi has no pollution scrubbers
yet ambient SO2 standards already
excessive, area is water-scarce, 40
new coal mines needed, and mining
causes extreme water degradation
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Bank’s Dec. 2009 ‘consultation’ had no
attendees from affected areas; Bank
procurement rules violated; Eskom
has huge governance crises, including
extreme leadership turmoil (e.g. chair
and CEO fired each other, Nov. 2009)
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25%/year price rise; 127% real
increase for 2008-12; electricity
disconnections, ubiquitous
‘service delivery protests’ and
threatened national labour strike

1/3 of Eskom’s four million customers have
‘zero’ consumption – most were disconnected

Upsurge of community protest against electricity
disconnections, price increases, World Bank loan
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sweetheart deals: multi-decade ‘Special Pricing
Agreements’ made during late apartheid give BHP
Billiton and Anglo American R0.12 ($0.015)/kWh
electricity for smelters (1/6 what households pay);
resulting in Eskom’s R9.7 billion ($1.3 bn) loss in 2009

SA offers world’s cheapest electricity to
metals smelters - phase-out needed!

Eskom brags in 2009
annual report, though reason
for huge 2009-10 losses
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BHP Billiton, Anglo, Arcelor Mittal, Xstrata and other
beneficiaries of Eskom largesse headquartered (and
send their profits) abroad, hence putting extreme
pressure on current account deficit

World’s most risky emerging market

The Economist, 25 Feb 2009
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SA’s foreign debt is already dangerously
high - $80 billion – and repayment costs
on Medupi loan will soar when R/$ rate
crashes (as now happens regularly)

Since early 2000s,
rapid rise in SA foreign debt,
to the point of severe
debt/GDP danger levels

Five SA currency crashes, 1996-2008

when Rand falls 15%+, then repayment of
World Bank’s $ debt much more expensive
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privatisation of electricity generation is underway in
this loan (for ‘figleaf’ renewable component) – and
will be increased for Kusile (to 49% private
ownership); unions fighting for full public supply
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ruling party investment arm, Chancellor House,
to ‘earn’ at least R50 mn (probably more) pure
profit from contracts in conflict-of-interest
Hitachi tender; Eskom chair Valli Moosa acted
‘improperly’, according to state investigators
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from 1951 (3 years after formal apartheid
began) to 1966, loans to Eskom of $100 mn
resulted in no electricity to black townships
or rural areas; Jubilee SA demands
‘reparations’ for Bank's apartheid profits

Five fields of Climate Justice activism
• at global scale, work in solidarity to block major climate-destructive
projects, continue to make demands – albeit unwinnable in the
foreseeable future given the adverse balance of forces in the UN
and G8/G20 - for
– 1) huge emissions cuts (for First World, by 2020, 45% below 1990),
– 2) Climate Debt payments (scaling up to $400 billion/year by 2020),
– 3) carbon market decommissioning;

• at national scale, continue to make demands – also unwinnable in
most settings, where due to adverse power balances, unacceptable
legislation and/or gridlock are most likely - for
– industrialised countries to make 45% emissions cuts, Climate Debt payments
and carbon market decommissioning, plus massive state investments in
transformed, decentralized energy systems, transport and infrastructure, and
– semi-industrialised economies (e.g. especially BASIC) to make cuts based upon
reversing their growing fossil fuel addictions, and in some cases (e.g. South
Africa) pay a climate debt to poorer neighbours, and reject CDMs and offsets;

Five fields of Climate Justice activism
• 3) at national scale where environmental regulatory
agencies exist, challenge the institutions to restrict
greenhouse gas emissions as dangerous pollutants (for
example, as in the US after lawsuits and direct action
protests against the EPA);
• 4) at regional/provincial/state/municipal scales, engage
public utility commissions and planning boards to block
climate-destructive practices and projects; and
• 5) at local scales, target point sources of major greenhouse
gas emissions, power consumption or excessive transport,
and raise consciousness and the cost of business-as-usual
through direct action and other pressure techniques

For more information:
Patrick Bond debates Chicago Climate Exchange
founder Richard Sandor (Al-Jazeera, March 2009):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk991CVPLNc&feature=channel_page

CCS book
available on
request:
pbond@
mail.ngo.za

